EEG in suspected syncope: do EEGs ordered by neurologists give a higher yield?
Prior studies have shown that the electroencephalogram (EEG) is of low diagnostic yield in the evaluation of syncope but have not looked at the yield according to referring physician specialty. The goals of this study were to determine if the yield of the EEG is higher when ordered by neurologists and whether EEGs with abnormal findings resulted in any significant change in patient management. We retrospectively reviewed the records of the EEGs requested for a clinical diagnosis of syncope, convulsive syncope, loss of consciousness, or falls from 2003 to 2007 at our institution. We obtained further information from the medical record of patients with an abnormal EEG. Of 517 EEGs meeting our inclusion criteria, only 57 (11.0%) were read as abnormal. No EEG was positive for epileptiform activity and only 9 (1.6%) showed potentially epileptic activity. EEGs ordered by neurologists did not have a higher yield compared to non-neurologists. Five abnormal EEGs resulted in further investigations being ordered. One patient was ultimately started on phenytoin. EEGs requested for the evaluation of patients with suspected syncope have an extremely low diagnostic yield and do not significantly alter the management of the patients, regardless of the specialty of the referring physician.